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July 24 – National Thermal Engineer Day 

National Thermal Engineer Day is observed every year on 24 July to show the importance of 

advancing the thermal engineering industry and is provide the electronics industry with 

innovative, high-quality and cost-effective thermal management and its packaging solutions. 

Income Tax Department to celebrate Aaykar Diwas 2019 

The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and all field offices will be observing and 

celebrating the 159th Income Tax Day i.e. AaykarDiwas on 24th July, 2019. It was on 24th July, 

1860 that Income Tax was introduced for the first time in India by Sir James Wilson to 

compensate for the losses incurred by the British regime during the first war of independence 

against British Rule. This is why 24th July is observed as the Income Tax Day. 

Boris Johnson to take over as Prime Minister of Britain 

The new leader of Conservative party Boris Johnson will take over as Prime Minister of Britain. 

Mr Johnson is scheduled to meet the Queen at Buckingham Palace where he will be invited to 

form a new government. Mr Johnson will inherit a wafer-thin parliamentary majority and like his 

predecessor Theresa May, he will continue to rely on the support of the Democratic Unionists of 

Northern Ireland to govern. 

ISRO’s solar mission Aditya-L1 

ISRO has planned to launch the mission during the first half of 2020. Aditya-L1 is meant to 

observe the Sun’s corona. It will image and study the sun from the First Lagrange point also 

known as L1 Lagrange point. 

IMF cuts India’s growth forecast for 2019-20 to 7% 

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has cut India’s growth forecast for 2019-20 to 7% from 

its forecast in April of 7.3% on poor demand conditions, it said on Tuesday. The IMF’s World 

Economic Outlook July update also cut India’s growth forecast in 2020-21 to 7.2% from the 

previous estimate of 7.5% 

Federation Cup to be held in January 2020 

Pondicherry Basketball Association (PBA) will host the Federation Cup after more than two 

decades, in the third week of January 2020. 
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46th women’s chess championship 

Former Asian champion and second seed Bhakti Kulkarni defeated top seed Soumya 

Swaminathan in the seventh round to emerge the sole leader with 6.5 points in the 46th National 

women’s chess championship. 

Abhay, Tanvi win Bengal Open squash titles 

Abhay Singh of Tamil Nadu and Asian Games medallist Tanvi Khanna clinched the men’s and 

women’s titles respectively in the sixth Bengal Open squash tournament in Kolkatta . 

French submarine that vanished in 1968 found in Mediterranean 

The French navy announced that it had located the wreck of a submarine that disappeared in 

1968, voicing hope that the 50-year mystery of how it vanished may finally be solved. Minerve, 

as the submarine was called, was last heard from off the southern coast of France with 52 sailors 

on board on January 17, 1968. 

 

 


